MAXIMIZER CRM 2017
KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS DESCRIPTIONS
NOTE: This document is for Maximizer Business Partner internal use only

PRODUCTIVITY FEATURES
AUTOMATIC DURATION/ELAPSED TIME CALCULATION
The new Duration Field automatically calculates time
elapsed from a start date. Once set up, users don’t have
to trigger the calculation; elapsed time is updated in the
system automatically.
BENEFIT: Users can easily keep track of critical
timeframes such as time passed since last contact,
contract renewal dates and personal anniversaries.
The calculations can be used in custom column views,
searches and dashboards.

ACCOUNTS MODULE ENHANCEMENTS
(MAXIMIZER CRM WEALTH MANAGER EDITION)
Advisors now have the ability to set up specific processes
and stages within processes to better manage client
accounts. Best practice processes and stages for different
account types can be adopted by employees throughout
the organization.
BENEFIT: Advisors can streamline their practice with
account management processes tailored to each client
segment. Unique processes and stages, and elapsed time
calculations make it easy to identify and take action on
accounts in need of attention.

AUTOMATICALLY UPDATE LAST CONTACT DATE
The “Last Contact Date” feature automatically tracks
when a client was last contacted, based on emails sent,
appointments completed, manually-set date and other
triggers. Users can also manually update the last contact
date if they need to do so because of offline or other contact.
BENEFIT: Users no longer need to manually update the
last contact date. This feature can be used to highlight

CUSTOMIZE APPOINTMENT NOTIFICATION AND
REMINDER EMAILS
Create appointment notification and reminder email
templates for different audiences and communication
types with headers and footers that reinforce your
corporate story.
BENEFIT: Elevate the professionalism of your

clients with pending and overdue contacts and more.

communication and keep your brand top of mind.

OPPORTUNITY MODULE ENHANCEMENTS
(MAXIMIZER CRM)

SIMPLIFIED REPORTING SETUP

Users can now set up multiple business processes and
opportunity stages, based on unique customer segments

Choose a column setup before generating a report to get
the exact data needed the first time.

and workflows. Users can also track opportunities by stage

BENEFIT: Simplified one-click report generation delivers

in the sales process.

relevant information faster and easier.

BENEFIT: Why treat all customers the same when you can
tailor your business processes and opportunity stages to
match the buying lifecycle of each customer group. Gain
insight into metrics such as length of time contacts spend
in each stage.

USER EXPERIENCE
ENHANCEMENTS

MODERN, CLEAN INTERFACE AND TYPEFACE
Maximizer CRM has received an interface makeover,
featuring refreshed colours and easy to read type.
ENHANCED CALENDAR USABILITY
The calendar has been enhanced to introduce the concept
of an “Organizer” who owns the meeting being scheduled.
Configurable colour coding makes it significantly easier
to see the availability of attendees and resources such as
meeting rooms, while the cleaner font makes it easier to
read appointment details.
FLOATING NOTIFICATION PANEL
The less-intrusive Floating Notification Panel alerts
users of their events and tasks, even when their browser
window is minimized. (Chrome, Firefox only)
NAVIGATION MENU
Colour highlighting and bold text quickly identifies
which module users are currently working in.

INTEGRATION

EXPANDED API INFRASTRUCTURE
Maximizer CRM’s expanded API platform is designed to
help users connect with thousands of applications that
bring value to their organization.
MAXIMIZER CONNECT FOR OUTLOOK 365
Do more without switching systems and maintain the
history of communication with one click. Easily add new
contact details and email communications, and quickly set
up a sales opportunity or follow-up task in Maximizer, from
within Outlook.
INTEGRATION WITH MARKETING AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS LIKE MAILCHIMP
Maximizer Connect for use with MailChimp helps users
keep marketing campaign data and contacts in sync, and
delivers visibility into MailChimp campaign results
within Maximizer.
INTEGRATION WITH ZAPIER IS JUST THE BEGINNING
Maximizer Connect for use with Zapier handles the big
task of helping over 500+ applications talk to Maximizer
CRM Live, making it easy to bring documents, forms,
contacts, tickets and files across. Zapier is just one
example of what’s possible with Maximizer’s expanded
API infrastructure.

